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Experience Pearson Connexus 
Teacher view 

“The world is but a canvas to the imagination.” 
– Henry David Thoreau 

Teacher view 
Video shows screens of the Pearson Connexus product, along with the following steps: 

Teachers have their own way of doing things. Pearson Connexus gives them the tools 
to make it easy to do the thing they love most — TEACH! 
On screen, the teacher’s course list is displayed in the product interface. 

Teachers can view their courses and drill down to see class progress and performance 
The cursor moves to select the Gradebook from one of the courses. A list of students is 
displayed. 

And look at individual student performance on a variety of metrics including 
assessments 
The cursor moves to select an assignment grade for one of the students. The next screen shows 
details of the student’s performance. The teacher clicks into a quiz to see how the student 
responded to each question. One click further lets the teacher provide feedback at the question-
level.  

And craft to individual student needs, like giving assessment retries 
The teacher uses the text feedback box to ask the student to retake the assessment. The cursor 
selects “Allow Retry”.  

If a teacher feels a class needs additional work they can add it right into the course.  
The cursor moves to select the Edit button for a course. The teacher edits an individual 
assignment, adding Activity Instructions via text comment.  

Or they can create their very own lesson from scratch using a variety of tools including 
flashcards 



The teacher clicks “Add Activity” from the course menu and scrolls through a list of flashcards to 
create a new flashcard with custom text and images.  

Teachers can also assign activities based on differentiated instruction to students that 
they can create 
The cursor moves to the “Quick Lists” menu and selects a custom-defined list of students. 

Pearson Connexus also helps teachers quickly identify what assignments need to be 
graded 
On the “Courses” page, the teacher selects “Needs Grading” from the top menu. The teacher 
clicks into a pending assignment to provide feedback.  

And gives teachers a variety of ways to provide feedback, including typed, audio, and 
even video 
The Score page for an individual student shows examples of text and video feedback. 

But teachers can also communicate to individual students, groups, or entire classes 
through Webmail, our closed and secure email system 
The screen shows an email interface in which the teacher sends instructions to the whole class.  

Or send an announcement for selected classes to see 
The cursor moves to select “Announcements” from the main menu. The teacher selects the “New 
Announcement” button and writes a message to just the selected class in a text box. 

And through LiveLesson, our virtual classroom tool 
The screen shows the LiveLesson environment, including a video widget with the teacher 
speaking, a text chat box, a Q&A box, and a PowerPoint presentation.  

Pearson Connexus gives teachers the tools you need to ensure 
student success in online learning. 
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